
liberating form

marden J clarkdarkoark

last summer I1 had the opportunity of speaking at a most
unusual fireside beside an actual fire the place was a camp-
ground in hobble creek canyon east of springvilleSpringville the group
was professor warren wilson s class in primitive pottery the
students were widely varied in background and experience
but all were at some stage in the process of gathering clay
from the many clay banks nearby washing it letting it settle
forming it with primitive tools into significant forms drying
it as pots and other forms and preparing klins in which to
fire it about half were members of the church obviously
they had developed a fine esprit de corps I1 could hardly re-
sist brother wilson s suggestion that my talk develop some
kind of analogy between the process they were involved in and
the gospel of jesus christ

it was easy enough to do given the remarkable beauty of
the setting the receptivity of creative people to ideas about
creativity and the fact that I1 had for years been pondering the
relations between creativity the freedom it implies and the
church which sometimes has not seemed to encourage cre-
ativityativity for me it was a deeply meaningful experience and
for the group too judging from various kinds of responses
what 1I said to them and what I1 say here I1 would hope will
have special significance to those who wonder about even
chafe under the restrictions the rituals the thou shalt notsbots of
the church

earlier that summer my son and I1 had participated in a
fathers and sons outing in that same canyon in most re-
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spectsaspects it was quite a usual outing a chance to get away to par-
ticipate with harlow in cooking games an evening fireside
program again by a genuine fire

I1 and so on but it had one
unusual feature about ten 0 clock of that lovely saturday
morning each father was given a sealed envelope and told to
walk with his son in any direction for ten minutes or so then
to find a pleasant spot under a tree and open the envelope
we did so harlow and I1 found ourselves under a small tree
on the north side of the canyon where we caught the full ef-
fects of one of those perfect sunny mornings in utah hills A
storm the previous day had freshened the area the sun was
warm but not uncomfortable in the shade of our tree our walk
uphill had been vigorous enough to make us ready for a little
sitting we sat and opened the envelope

the instructions were simple perhaps even predictable
among other things the father was to tell the son about a time
when he had been important in someone else s life and about
a time when someone else had been important in his the son
was to tell about some favorite goal or dream liehelleile had or relate
some experience he had had that was especially significant to
him and that the father had not known about and so we sat
for an hour or so essentially alone with each other and
talked about important things things that may have been
important only to us and important only because we were
father and son there talking or maybe things that were of
cosmic importance and for the same reason it was a remark-
able experience one that we should have every day or so but
seldom do have

I1 told my fireside group about the outing but I1 also told
them about a poem and a short story I1 want to share both
here the poem is brief

NOTHING IN HEAVEN FUNCTIONS AS IT OUGHT

nothing inin heaven functions as it ought
peter s bifocals blindly sat on crack
his gates lurch wide with the cackle of a cock
not with a hush of gold as milton had thought
gangs of the slaughtered innocents keep huffingbuffing
the nimbus off the venerable bede
like that of a dandelion gone to seed
the beatific choir keep breaking up coughing

but hell sweet hell hath no freewheeling part
none takes his own sweet time nor quickens pace
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ask anyone how come you here poor heart
and he will slot a quarter through his face
there11ll be an instant click a tear will start
imprinted with an abstract of his case

it s a simple enough poem at least on the surface most read-
ers will recognize it as a sonnet and that particular kind of
sonnet that came to us from the italian poet petrarchpetrarcaPetrarch it has a
rime scheme students of literature scan as ablaabbabbaa abdabbabba a cdcdcd
the rime scheme divides the poem neatly into two parts the
octet eight lines and the sestet six lines the octet tra-
ditionally sets up some kind of problem or question or sit-
uation the sestet somehow answers or responds to or plays
against the octet in this poem the picture of hell in the sestet
plays against that of heaven in the octet we may be struck
by the unusual qualities of heaven and hell and the images
used to make us see each we may even be struck by the un-
usual subject matter for a sonnet but we recognize the tradi-
tional sonnet form used without too much variation

the short story entitled parker s back is much longer
and more complex it is a strange story but a most meaningful
one its hero 0 E for obadiah elihue parker has a pre-
dilection for tattoos As a boy he had visited a side show and
seen the tattooed man his body completely covered with tat-
toos it had been almost a mystic experience for parker he
stood and stared entranced by the motion of the tattooed fig-
ures when the man would move he stared long after the man
had left still seeing the figures and their motion before long
he finds himself going to tattoo artists especially when he is
in trouble having a new figure tattooed on him and watching
it either directly or through a mirror restores his spirits and
makes him a new man but the effect does not last more than
a week or so at each new emergency he must go to the tat-
too artist until now his whole body is covered with tattoos
just like the circus man s except for his back the only part
of him not covered is his back and he can t see that but
now he is restless again especially restless because he finds
himself married when he does not want to be married and
married to a wife he cannot stand the wife is not very at-
tractive but the real problem is that she is a nagging self
righteous religious fanatic and she is pregnant she nags at
him for everything especially his tattoos which she dislikes
immensely
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the old woman he works for nags him too about his work
one day she tells him to be sure not to hit the tree in the mid-
dle of the field he is plowing you can probably guess what
will happen somehow he drives his tractor squarely into the
tree it climbs the tree bursts into flames and flips over back-
ward throwing parker off and his flaming shoe forty feet
away the experience is an apocalyptic vision for parker he
jumps into his old truck and heads for town and the tattoo
artist this time he knows exactly what he wants a picture
that his wife will respect he leafs through a pile of pictures
of christ until he comes to an old stern byzantine christ with
piercing all demanding eyes the kind that follow you
wherever you go this is it he lies until late at night while
the artist tattoos the picture on his back the artist gives him
a mirror to examine the picture through another mirror but
it don t have eyes tomorrow though the picture is fin-

ished parker looks in the mirror with trembling awe moves
the mirror from one side to the other the eyes are boring into
his no matter where he looks from and even when he isncisn t
looking the eyes bore into him from the back

it is a remarkable image of the burden of christ that par-
ker has taken upon himself remarkable even in its grotesque-
ness but poor parker he goes home and shows it to his
wife with predictable results she tears into him not so much
for wrecking the tractor as for the idolatry of the tattooed
picture he can only go out into the field and weep

yes it s a remarkable image and a remarkable story but
I1 hope by now you are wondering what it has to do with the
poem and with my experience up in the canyon with harlow
no english teacher would dare introduce three such different
experiences into even a fireside chat without having some-
thing in mind that ties them together

let s begin with the poem I1 described it as a sonnet not
to give a lesson in poetry but to get at something else the
sonnet is one of the most restrictive of forms each of its four-
teen lines almost by prescription has ten syllables making up
five iambic feet or bitsbeats all of us have seen a line scanned
hikelllikelllikeilke this but hellsweetHell sweet heHellheilheiihellhath11hahathth nofreewhenofreenofreewheelingfreewheelingno whekilpilelbageliageliAg

parts the rime scheme is tight almost dictating a poem of
two parts the form is artificial and prescriptive and yet
some of the most lovely most spontaneous most energetic
poems in the language are written in sonnet form usually this
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one or shakespeare s variation of it you must have felt the
energy of the poem even if you were offended by the unusual
concepts you must have felt the energy where does it come
from you might say from its idea from the inverted ver-
sions of heaven and hell from the unusual and sometimes
powerful pictures it makes us see yes from all these but
let me insist on this from its form the poem gets most of
its energy from what the poet does with its form from the
way it works within or strains against or plays with the con-
ventionsventions of its form

one might begin to test such a statement simply by making
a prose paraphrase of the poem neither heaven nor hell is
what we think it is people make mistakes in heaven but noth-
ing goes wrong in hell but where is our energy we could
get some of it by adding details we could even build up a
prose form that would get quite a bit of it but this is a re-
markablymarkably energetic sonnet you will notice that I1 scanned a
line from the sestet to show the meter had I1 used one from
the octet something would have gone wrong even with the
first line noltnothinginNothlinainuinginginglngig heavbeav een0n functionsfdctiouhs aasitsilougbtought the
first foot is reversed and except to emphasize the meter momostat5t
of us would not stress as or look at line eight the71ieteetlletile ieafeabeatifbeatiebe atiftifatif
V 11 1 111 UV V

lcic choirkeepchoir keep breaking1 upcoughingcoughingup almost regular un-
til it coughs at the end in an extra inverted foot the rime
doesndoean t quite work either crack cock buffinghuffinghuffing coughing
other sounds jar bifocals against crack cackle against cock
and cocks don t cackle anyway nothing in this octet func-
tions as it ought and that of course is the point

but hell sweet hell the meter isis f11perfectly regular and
L 414.1tjgj 11perfectly mechanical aiandid ildlieilglidwillhewillliewillawillwill slota quartert through

his face the rimes are also perfect and mechanical and
that again is the point in this mechanical hell a soul is aI1

piece of mechanism a slot machine or coin operated computer
which uses even his tears as something on which to print an
abstract of his case

the major energy of the poem though comes from the
way the two parts play against each other our first reaction
to this heaven may be negative but we look back from the
perfect but mechanical hell where no man takes his own
sweet time nor quickens his pace to that imperfectly function-
ing heaven where even st peter the dispenser of judgments
has to have bifocals and is both forgetful and blind enough to
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sit on and crack them and suddenly one s own sweet
time becomes very sweet and precious indeed the imperfec-
tions of heaven are humorous enough but they too become pre-
cious because we recognize that they result from the fact of
freedom even the slaughtered innocent children are free free
to form gangs and to blow the seedy halo off one of the ven-
erable saints that I1 presume is mostly what the poem is
it about the meaning of freedom in religious terms it is easy
enough to make a prose statement of that meaning the price
of freedom is a certain amount of inefficiency in heaven or in
earth lack of freedom may be efficient enough but its price is
infinitely greater the soul becomes a mechanism that is a
meaningful statement and it has its own kind of energy but
contrasted with the poem it is insipid all the paradoxical qual-
ities of heaven and hell all the fascinating contrasts set up by
the two parts all the nuances of sound and rhythm and image
are lost the form has been the means of releasing all that en-
ergy

and here we are face to face with perhaps the most in-
triguingtriguing paradox in literature form the form that seems to
restrict to limit to hold one in bajhashaj actually been the means
of liberating the energy implicit in the imaginative contrast
the poem develops hence my title the title isncisn t really mine
though I1 borrowed it from a recent textbook on poetry the
liberating form which I1 haven t even seen yet but the para-
dox of that title intrigues me

by now I1 hope you can see how the poem relates to that
class in primitive pottery and to our fathers and sons outing
and even to the short story professor wilson s students were
investing energy in finding preparing and shaping clay it is
an easy analogy to see the process in terms of the process of
finding preparing and shaping one s own life only if one
has a meaningful vision of the form one wants to achieve can
the process fulfill itself in meaningful art forms magically
enough those students that had the significant vision and the
requisite skill were able to produce forms the inherent energy
and value of which far exceeded any amount of energy put in-
to them the controlling vision of form made possible the re-
lease of energy inin the created product I1 saw many of those
forms my wife and 1I with harlow and krista our youngest
daughter even went through the process for ourselves the next
day like the forms of many of the others ours were not very
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sophisticated but they all aspired to the condition of art and
to its energy and quite a few of those we saw had real energy
real form significant form

so with the outing the simple experiences brought harl-
ow and me together in as meaningful an hour as I1 have ever
spent with one of my children we could have had such an
hour without any envelope without even any outing but the
point is that we hadnhaan t the situation and the envelope became
the liberating form for us under orders from nothing more
than a written sheet we came to know each other in ways we
had never known before it was a vital experience for both of
us

and so with the short story though more complexly in ab-
stractionstraction at least the form of the story is much looser than
that of the sonnet one can do almost anything he wants or is
capable of with a short story but again the energy of the
story can be released only by the form that embodies it with-
out the vision and then the realization of some kind of signifi-
cant form the story would have little of the energy implicit in
its materials my summary of course is not the story it may
be a pretty good summary but it is not the story I1 hope you
could feel some of the energy from that summary but to get
the full energy you need to experience the story itself

it was probably coincidence that both my poem and my
story were written by devout catholics the poem by X J ken-
nedy the story by that remarkable woman flannery oconnor
whose early death may have cost us the most vital storyteller of
the middle half of our century it could have been simply co-
incidence that both poem and story are on religious subjects
I1 could have talked about energy from form as easily with a
sonnet from shakespeare or wordsworth but my choices were
not coincidences the subject matter of both is crucial to what
all this has been leading up to freedom through form the
freedom of those gangs of slaughtered innocents cannot be in
an immediate sense very meaningful because not controlled or
directed though the fact of it is meaningful cosmically mean-
ingful but the freedom that comes from form means some-
thing in all the ways I1 have talked about poor parker he
may not please his wife with his tattooed christ but liehelleile must
have pleased his christ he voluntarily takes upon him the bur-
den of christ for some of us that burden may be light but not
for parker he will bear it inescapably throughout his life
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the liberating form parker takes that burden upon him
in the form of a work of art those eyes that bore into him
from any and every direction are eyes projected by the byzan-
tine artist and caught by the tattoo artist their immediate
force for parker comes then from the artist but far more
important for him and for us they are the eyes of christ
though contained inin and hence liberated by that form

now most of us do not have the kind of apocalyptic vision
that parker has and for most of us his yoke may well be
easy and his burden light we carry it in joy and love but
the same christ who assured us of the ease and lightness also
exhorted us to be thereforetherefotheredore perfect even as our father which
is in heaven is perfect and told us that the last shall be first
only if he be the servant of all hardly light burdens he
spoke as often in paradox as in parable ye shall know the
truth and the truth shall make you free but freedom may be
the ultimate burden it is for parker he may be free of the
need to race for the tattoo artist whenever something goes
wrong he may be free now of the driving restlessness that
had dogged him since he first saw the tattooed man he may
even somehow be free of the carping of his wife though we
can t tell from the story but he can never be free of the bur-
den of those piercing eyes and the stern face he carries on his
back nor does he want to be his crying at the end is prob-
ably as much for his wife and her refusal of his vision and
burden as for her bellowed accusation of idolatry

miss oconnor does not even mention her catholic church
in the story nearly all of her christ ridden characters are in
fact baptists or methodists or members of some lesser known
evangelical group what she dramatizes is the personal en-
counter with christ or the personal refusal of him but of
course her church stands always in the background of both
the story and her vision of herself as a writer she makes this
explicit over and over again when she writes about her art

now I1 hardly expect that any of you are going to go drive
a tractor up a tree to test parker s vision I1 don t even plan to
myself but we don t need to most of us already have the vi-
sion though in a much different form what we need is the
means to realize the energy implicit in that vision to trans-
form it into direction and action

and that of course is what all this has been leading to
the liberating form the form that can direct the hands as
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they mold and shape and give meaning and energy to the clay
my young creative friends were digging and washing and refin-
ing the church of course is that liberating form the
church and the form given it by the master whose name and
whose burden it carries the form given it by the gospel the
good news it must disseminate the church through its stake
leaders provided the form of that envelope that set harlow
and me to talking professor wilson provided the initiative
but the church through its university provided the organizing
energy behind his class inin the canyon the students had to
provide their own visionvision of form to give their clay energy but
the church was the form behind the form the catholic
church was the form behind the form of both kennedy s poem
and oconnor s story

this then is the message I1 would give to the young peo-
ple and older ones too who tend to rebel or chafe against
the forms the ritual the programs the requirements of the
church and even to those who are comfortable within themtheintheiu
all the church can provide the liberating form which gives
direction order meaning to our energy the church can liber-
ate that energy by giving it control and form

can do so nothing inin ours or any other church guaran-
tees that it will do so this is the burden of christ and the
burden of our freedom the church can only provide the
form within which we work it may help motivate us it may
even help give us the vision of heaven and hell that can grow
into our sonnet but it cannot write the sonnet for us it can-
not mold or dry or form or fire the clay it can provide the
form within which our spiritual lives can generate their own
energy and meaning it can even provide something of the
form within which our professional and business and occu-
pationalpational lives can develop their highest energies it can pro-
vide the liberating form but we must provide the energy no
sonnet can liberate energy not available to it this again is the
burden of both christ and freedom 1 I see the two as closely
related we supply the energy

with this in mind let s look at two or three sides to that
form which the church provides us and against which we
sometimes squirm mormonscormons pay 11 tithing we may do it
unwillingly resenting the inroads it makes on our income we
may do it willingly because god has commanded it or because
we do not dare not to or because it is the best insurance we can
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buy or we may do it because as god s law it provides the
framework within which we can both participate in and share
the burden of christ s work on earth and at the same time or-
ganize and plan our private economy to make our income go
as far and in as many significant directions as we can make it
I1 trust that at least one of these concepts makes tithing part of
a liberating form

or take the word of wisdom we often talk as though
this were what makes us a peculiar people in the eyes of many
outside our faith it is but even a little thought should tell us
that the proscriptionsprescriptionsproscript ions of the word of wisdom are only nega-
tive conditions of salvation that a whole lifetime of not smok-
ing and not drinking can still be an empty and wasted lifetime
I1 have often said that no one has ever abstained himself into
the kingdom of god I1 m not so sure of this when I1 watch
someone really struggle against a lifelonglife long habit of coffee
drinking or even when I1 smell coffee perking on a cold winter
morning but what I1 am sure of is that the word of wisdom
can liberate us from slavery to the things it warns us against
more apparently than most of our doctrines and beliefs it is a

liberating form for most of us it forms the framework within
which we can achieve and maintain healthy bodies and minds
which in turn can generate the physical and intellectual and
emotional and spiritual energy we need for rich positive cre-
ative lives

even our concern with mortality is often projected simply
as a matter of abstinence of fugitive and cloistered virtue
as milton called it but an older meaning of virtue catches its
real value virtue the kind that engendered flowers for chau-
cer or the kind that went out of jesus at the touch of his gar-
ment was energy creative and healing energy which is what
virtue should be for all of us the positive creative force in-
herent in our bodies as in our souls the release of which will
be the highest expression of that love we grow toward for our
marriage that we believe to be eternal

and so with even more fundamental doctrines and prac-
tices of the church faith we even define as motivating pow-
er the motivating power of all action it can help us tap infi-
nite sources of power repentance is a means of physical and
emotional and intellectual and spiritual renewal but first a

means of liberation from the bondage of our mistakes and sins
baptism far from empty ritual can be both the actual and
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symbolic leaving behind of what we were and the narrow gate
through which we can enter to see what we can become and to
start becoming that vision of ourselves

and so forth the church can be for us nothing at all or
merely the burden we bear or it can be the liberating form
for our lives it can help us release and channel and order the
great potential of energy that few of us ever use at anywhere
near its capacity A glider soars a jet plane flies not just be-
cause the wind blows or because a motor develops a half mil-
lion pounds of thrust the energy of wind or motor must be
exerted on or within significant and controlled form imagine
all that power being released by a jet engine unattached to
anything like the balloon you blew up as a child and let
go how it hissed and darted and sputtered aimlessly

so with the poem so with the story so with our lives
but of course one can write a bad sonnet following all the

rules of the form in fact sonnet is almost a synonym for the
sentimental and trivial sonnets about easter bonnets have al-
most nothing in common with kennedy s or shakespeare s or
milton s sonnets except the form the difference depends onoiioliolt
the kind of energy we put into the form

on the other hand we can write powerful even magnifi-
cent poems using none of the recognized forms we can strike
out on our own as walt whitman did and create our own
significant forms this is whatweat many potential young poets
like to do they don t want to be bound by the shackles of
form they want to soar wholly in the freedom of the creative
process but very soon they find themselves caught in one of
the most profound of the paradoxes of creativity that the cre-
ative person isis at once the most free and the most bound of
people that his freedom can find meaningful release mean-
ingful expression only in significant form that if he doesndoean t
work within available forms he must expend a great deal of
his energy creating his own that most of the time it is more
difficult to create meaningful forms of one s own than to create
within forms already available and proven

such a form I1 repeat is the church and at least from
our perspective the ultimate form As in kennedy s heaven
since we are free within it since even its leaders are free and
human within it nothing in it may function quite as it ought

or quite as we think it ought that is the price of freedom
kennedy s poem tells us the miracle is that it functions so
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wondrously well only a machine can be made to function
perfectly human beings and human angels probably
should not be thought of as functioning at all to the ex-
tent that we are merely functions perhaps we are in hell but
to the extent that we are living and working meaningfully
within the church using its form to liberate our energies and
direct and control them to that extent perhaps we are in heav-
en already or moving meaningfully toward it

such is the faith I1 live by and the testimony I1 bear and
bear as a burden if you wish but both bear and burden
are rich words bear has to do with carrying and with ex-
pressing but also with giving birth burden is what one
carries but also the repeated melody the refrain one sings all
this may be the only sermon I1 preach perhaps it is the only
sermon any of us preaches though in many variations but it
may be enough of a sermon that we live by and bear the bur-
den of christ that his church is the form that liberates us
and the energy we generate that it provides us with the vision
of form within which we can move whatever of clay is in us to-
ward his vision of what we can be that it provides the enve-
lope within which we find the instructions to explore and ex-
press our love that it provides the form to lead us toward our
vision of heaven and our rejection of hell I1 may see all this
and express it and bear it a little bit differently than you do
that too is part of the glory and burden of freedom but it is
the same testimony and the same burden we all bear the same
refrain we sing of the reality and meaning of jesus the christ
and of his church and of our relation to both whatever else
in this sense his burden is light may we all bear it in joy and
light


